
PLA215S
Line array subwoofer

The PLA215S is a line array subwoofer, designed for extended low frequency emmissions in line array.
designed to be used with the PLA21021_mk2 line array speaker.
The PLA215S features two high power 15” woofers mounted in a Common Compression chamber 
configuration for optimal SPL, long-throw and high sensitivity. 
The two 15” woofers was designed with a very high sensitivity of 100,5dB to match the PLA21021 speaker
The PLA215S can either be flewn together with the PLA21021 line array, behind, in a seperate array, or 
groundstacked.
The PLA21021FR bumper frame fits the PLA215S, and the PLA21021 can be connected under the PLA215S 
subwoofer using the integrated hardwares, for a seemless line array configuration.

FEATURES
- Easy to install
- High max SPL
- Long trhow
- High sensitivity
- passive or active version avaliable
- 60 x 60 x 60 compact dimensions
- 2 x 15” high power woofers
- Accessories such as bumper frame, splay angle plates, flyware
- FIR filters avaliable for optimum phase coherency

SPECIFICATIONS
Model   PLA215S
Design   Line array subwoofer for extended low frequency 
   C.C.C. (common compression chamber)
   passive or active version
Components  LF: 2 x 15” 
Power   1200W RMS / 2400W cont.
Sensitivity  103,5dB, 1W/1m. free space (106,5 half space)
Max SPL  free space: 137dB cont. / 140dB peak 
   half space: 140dB cont. / 143dB peak
Impedance  4 ohm nominal
Frequency responce 40Hz-150Hz (-3dB)
Dimensions  600 x 600 x 600 
Active version  2400W class-D amplifier with DSP and presets, 
   wide mains in 90-250VAC, PFC (Power Factor Correction) 

Phase responce before FIR (top)
and after FIR (bottom) Bumper frame for flying PLA21021 and PLA215S
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